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ABSTRACT

LEADING AND MANAGING: A STUDY OF

STYLE AND PERCEPTION

This paper reports the results of a survey of business leaders

regarding their management style and its relationship t0 the orTani±ation's

environment; A situational leadership teSt and a ten=factor environment

test were adtinisted and the results are compared. Conclusions are drawn

concerning the correctness of current criticism of management practices and

the responses pro7ided by this group of leaders.
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LEADING AND MANAGING: A STUDY OF

STYLE AND PERCEPTION

The study of leadership behavior has been a focus of numerous

Management studies. Recent examinations of managerial practices in

American organizations have tended to be critical of many Of the lead-=

ship techniques; Pascale and Anthoa conclUde:

OUr managerial set is being challenged persistently on three

fronts. First, we are being challenged on the frontier of

management practice, where even bigger doSea of what We already

do will yield diMinithinq retUrnt. SoMething more is needed to

get our organizations to run effectively. Second, we are chal-

lenged by shifting values within our society which leads peOple

to expect different things from organiZationS and to seek dif-

ferent meaning from work itself. Andi third, the competition

iS killing us.
1

In partial response to this type of criticism; Peter8 and watotthati, in

the study In- Searoh of Excellence, examined forty-nine highly successful

companies in the U.S. In addition to the various characteristics of

of the excellent companies, they "found associated with almost every (one)

a strong leader (or two) who seemed to have a lot tO dO t4ith thakihq the

company excellent in the firSt plads. When trying to identify the par-

tictlar attributes of these leaders, however, they tended to concentrate

on "transformational leadership" where the leader and followers are brought

_

to a higher level of motivation and morality.
3
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Peters and Waterman admit a strong initial biat toward not finding

leaders as a key factor in the successful companies, but they revised their

_

opinion after examining the specific organizations and leader behaviors.

Peters and Austin, in A- Paeeion /Or EXtellence: The Leaderthip nifference;

prOvide A further sophistication of the concept of transformational leader-

ship by indicating the excellent leader goes beyond the mundane, day-to-day

problems of managing an organization by creating a new leVél of AWarenett.

They focUt oh people-oriented leadership as the key variable for success and

highlight M.B.W.A. or "Management by Wandering Around" combined with concern

for people, care of customers; and constant innovation. 4
Wandering it nOt

intended as a policing technique, but is designed tO allow the employee greater

Atcett tO Management and management increased knowledge of the organization.

Although rich in anecdotial material; Peters and Austin still leave

an understanding of what the successful manager actually dOet tOMeWhat up in

the air. Kotter; in The General Managers, focused on general managers from

a Variety of companies with a wide range of financial and personnel respon-

_

sibilities.
5

After a five-year study involving hundreds of general managers,

he conluded:

Theee effectiVe executives did not approach their jobs by planning,

organizing, motivating, and controlling in a very formal sense. In-

stead, they relied on more continuous, more informal, and more stbtle

methods to cope With their large and complex job demands. The most

idipOrtant prodUcts of their approach were agendas and networks, not

formal plans and organizational charts. . They typically spent

the vast majority of their time with other people; diaotgailiq a Wide

variety of topics. . . . (They) asked numerous guestions, yet they
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rarely could be seen making big decitions. These con-tersations often

included a ConSiderable amount of joking and non-work-reIated issues.

. . The general managers rarely gave orders, but cften tried to

influence others;"
6

>Cotter's Observations are consistent with those of numerous other studies

and reflect Pascale and Anthos' call for the Amc.?.rican manager to focut more

on the four soft S's--Staff, Skills, Style; and Superordinate gOalt--instead

of the three hard S't Of Strategy, StrUcture0 and Systems. 7

In a very useful manner, Bradford and Cohen, in Managing_for Excellence,

attempt to pull together all the issues ranging from the itidictinetitt leVeled

by Pascale and Anthos to the tUCcettful behaViorS discussed, and provide a

model of the manager-as-deVeloper. 8
Later in this study the particular attri-

butes of thit model will be discussed, but generally this type of leader is

most interested in the growth of individuals and toamt Within the Organiiation

which is essentially the trantfOrMatiOnal Concept. Bradford and Cohen attempt

tO be very specific in their recommendations for becoming a developmental mana-

ger.

Regardless of the examination of curreht leadetthip, conclusions are

being drawn about hoW mahagettpretently behave which include severe indictments

and strong support for people-oriented, developmental practices. None of these

authors call for laizze-faite or "country-club" approaches titCe the SuCceSSful

leader is literally "on-top" of what it OcCUring in the organization.

However, it it Still somewhat unclear if the average business leader

does exhibit these traditional behaviors. This study sought to determine the

profile of non-Fortune 500 leaders. Do the leaders ttill use Old Managerial

practices? Is there a gap betWeen the manager's perception of their environ-
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ment and the style of leadership they are likely to user What would a cross-

section of leaders tend to use as a leadership style and how would they see

their organizational setting?

ThiS Study was an attempt to answer these issues by identifying a

testable samplei using a situational leadership question format and allowing

the leaders to identify their perception of their eMplOyeeS baSed on Bradford

;-:
and COhen'S ClaStific7.tiont. 2#166 cOMPanies were identified in Indiana with

gross annual sales of at least $5 million. These companies were located

through standard '71siness reference sources or through direct cOntaCt for

verification. 152 companieS Could not befurther identified since they appa-

rently had out-of-state affiliation.

The remaining2i014 companies were listed by their primary business

activity using the Standard Industrial Classification CodeS (SIC) And then

listed in alphabetidal Order Within the ulassifications. Ten percent of the

companies (201) were randomly selected and the presidents or CEO identified.

This group provided the sample for the survey.

In addition to requesting demographiC infOrmation, the survey form

indluded a version of the LeaderShip Effectiveness and Adaptability Descrip-

tion (LEAD) developed by Hershey and Blanchard.9 This particular test was

chosen because it focused on situational leadership through the managers'

self-perception of their Organitations, allowed the additional calculation

of style adaptability0 and was relatively quick to complete for the manager.

Finallyi the ten defining characteristics for determining leadership style

forwarded by Bradford and Cohen were provided with the requeSt that the Mana==

ger decide the relative importance of eaCh item. These will be further ex-

plained with the discussion of the results.

The survey form was pretested with two managerial groups totaling

7
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41 people. Neither the banking manag ement seminar (23 people) nor the Menu=

facturing supervi5i°r1 session (18 People) experienced difficulty in using the

orm and they al50 Qonfirmed the esti-kated amount of time of fifteen minutes

for completing the rOrM.

IkSULTS

Of tho 201 %utiteyt distributed 83 survey forms were returned (41%

retpor_-7e rate). f°r various reasons, 18 of these returns did not provide

SUffiCient inform$Lkcn to be included in thL final results. The retaining

65 fully completea OrMt provide the infortation for the reported results.

eeThe types of busi0 et represent a broad cross-section of the SIC categories

at thoWn in Table 1. The percentages of the total responses is roughly egui-

Valent to the orig c5tla1 breakdown of the 2466 Indiana bUtinettet. None -of

the 18 returns which could not be used were from pUblic utilities, so no con-

clusiont can be macl regarding the lack of representation for this category;

The average tlumber of individ Ilals employed by the organizations it

386.9. Table 2 inecates the broad range of sizes represented in the sample.

Table 3 shows the ges of the resPondents which ranged from 28 to 64 with

and aVerage age 0,- 49;8. They have be en managing for an average of 20;8 years

with a range betWeeh 3 and 40 years (I,able 3);

LEADERstilp STYLE

Hershey ana Illancbard's situational Leadership Theory (LEAD) is based

on the premise tha. different leaderShip approaches are needed fOr different

types of situation0' They define leadership as "the proeeSS Of inflUencing the

activities of an 10 IridUal or grOiii0 ir efforts tOward goal achievement in a

0
given titUation.

4
tn determining an individual's particular approach to a

leadership situation. they use the trad itional division_ of task-oriented and
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re)ationship-oriented behaviors but they focus on the subordinate's ability

and willingness to do a particular activity. ThiS "taSk maturity" is recog-

hited by HertheY and Blanchard as a "catch-all for several variables which

the leader must be able to personally take into account given the particular

employee or task; The interrelationship between the variables and the needed

leadership behavior is broadly outlined in Figure 1. Since their test was

deSigned to deal with "any situation where someone is trying to influence the

=

behavior of another individual or group,'
,11

and is not oriented toWard ahy

particular type of organization, the teSt provided a uSeful unifying test of

the leader8 and managers in this survey.

The respondents basic leadership behavior styles are shown in Figure

2 . As a cross reference with Figure 1 will indicate, the major style Choic

for all twelve Situations was high tatk and high relationship with falls in

situation 2. Selling is the likely choice of the leaders in 46% of the cases.

At the opposite end of the results, only 6% chose situation four of low rela-

tionship and low task which would be the delegating posture for the manager.

PartiCipating, as represented by high relationShip and low task oriented beha-

ViOrs, was chosen in 26% of the cases. Situation 1; high task and low rela-

tionship, or telling, was selected in 22% of the cases. The gentral ptbfile

of the managers would be that in twelve SitUatiOns involving subordinates

Where they can make four possible leadership choices, they are most likely to

rely on selling. At this point, one would be hard pressed to draw any parti-

cular conclusions beyond the fact that the managers do hot SteM tb be comfor-

table with backing ()tit of the decision making process through delegation, and

they are riltiSt likely to be involved in the goal setting of the individual or

group while providing high levels of socioemotional support through selling;

They are closely divided on a second; or back-up choice, between participating
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which is usually seen as having a high implicit trust in pooplo, and telling

where the leader hag well defined methods Which the subordinates should

12
follow.

Additional information about the managers it prOvided by the test

results since each of the twelve situatioht also provides choices, which,

giVen the tituation, have a variation in their IikeIyhood for success By

weighing the leadership behavior with the highest probablity of tUcCett in

the given situation with a +2 the behavior with the least likelyhood of

tudcett With a =2, the second best alternative with a +1 and the third with

a -1, the Management style adaptability profile for a manager can be este-

=-
blished13. If the managers consistently were to thote the leatt likely alter-

native to succeed; which would be a suprise given the demographics of this

tUrvey, the tcore would be -24. The perfect manager, who also somehow eluded

the sample, would be +24.

As shown on Figure 3 , the adtual range Wag froth =5 to +20 with

the preponderance Of scores falling between +1 and +7. Interestingly, only

three mahdgers scored in the minus area. Hershey and Blanchard report:

Based on a sample of over twenty thoutahd middle tahaqdt§ from Many

different kihds of organizations frot some fourteen cultures, we

foUhd that the effectiveness scores of these subjects (over 83 per-

cent), who have responded to the LEAD-Self prior to reading or pa....=

ticipating in Situational Leadership traihing, fall between -6 and

14
+6;

Thit tett bf ttyle adapability reflects the manager's own willingness to

look at each situation and make choices rather than adoptihg a

selling, participating, or delegating potture ih Mott cases. As can be seen

in Figure 3 ; the managers participating in the survey, with the possible
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exception of those scoring in the upper teens, could benefit from a greater

understanding of style adaptability;

MANAGER'S PERCEPTION

Managing for Excellence, by Bradford and Cohen, outlines three possible

management styles that are likely to be used. They are not concerned with the

actual situational correctness as much as they are concerned with the managers'

view of their jobs in relationship to their subordinates and the pursuit of

excellence. There exists, they argue, a basic difference between the type of

management traditionally practiced and the type needed for organizational deve-

lopment and perhaps survival. Basing their views on a careful review of the

materials available about management they see three types of managerial acti-

vity; The traditional management approach has been tOward a heroic response

to subordinates and the workplace. Whenever problems occur, the manager is

essentially the one who will provide the answers or manage the coordination

needed between individuals or units; This heroic management Style works, bUt

it does not encourage excellence or development. Instead, it tends to cause a

great deal of reliance on the manager who is acting out a self-concept of being

tough, reliable, and able to handle situations; The manager becomes a cross

between John Wayne and the Lone Ranger by using behaviors which centralize the

_

manager's importance and thereby diminish the growth of subordinates. As Figure

4 indicates the process creates a self-fulfilling prophecy regarding employee

dependence and a lack of development; Bradford and Cohen are not necessarily

suggesting these two types Of managementmanager-as-technician and manager-as-

conductor--cannot succeed. As the person promoted from within, the manager-as-

technician has all the answers and will take-over any situation. This individual's

pleasure at work comes from doing and solving problems related to specific taskS.
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The manager-as-conductor is very good at making sure different individuals

or UnitS work well together since thie type of manager is very oriented to.-=

ward setting goals and preventing conflicts.

In organizations (or situatiofis within units) characterized by

complex tasks, highly interdependent subOrdinates' work, a constant-

ly changing environment, and eolvetent subordiatesi both the Tech-

nician and Conductor models afe likely to prevent excellence, even

though each may produce adequore performance. Since bOth Styles

emphasize the manager having the answers and being in contrOl, they

overuse the task abilities of the leader, and underutilize the com-

petencies of subordinates. Heroic

reduces the organization's chalices

overconcentration of responsibility

lc
to tap sabordiates talent fully.

BradfOrd and Cohen argue for a third .tYle called manager-as-developer which

is postheroic; This is the style used in the excellent companies, the trans-

formational leadership, and should be followed by managers trying to achieve

excellence;

They provide ten characteristics to guide the manager in determining

the? style demanded by the environment in which they are managing; The ten

characteristics are: I. subordinates wOrk independently; II. subordinates dO

simple tasks; III. environment is stable; rv., subordinates have low technical

knowledge compared to boss; V. subordih ate comrment not needed for success;

VI. subordinates do complex tasks; V1I,; subordiates require considerable co-

ordination; VIII. environment is changing; IX. subordinates have high techni;=,

cal knowledge; and X. subOrdinate commitment necessary for excellence.
16

HoW

these characteristics divide into style demands is indicated in FiTares 5, 6,

and 7.

Each manager was pro..rided the ehoice of: 0==dotS not detcribe my organi



zation; 1=true is selected instancet; 2triie in majority of instances; and

3=repreSent8 an accurate description. By compiling the tota18, the profiles

he organization s environment can be plotted and the required managerial

style needed can be shown.

Figure 5 SUMMaizes tne responses for the manager-a8-tethnidian profile.

TWO Of the factors which justify a Technician reSponte, SUbordinates work inde-

penddently and environment is stable, are ranked hj_gh by the managers. However,

the predominate indication would be for a relative lack of a need for this ap-

proach. FigUre 6 shows the managers' responses and how they dab be gauged

bated On the criteria for the manager-as-condUttOr. Although there is some

justification for the conductor approach, aS shown under the categories of

environment is stable, subordinates do complex tasks, and subordinates require

considerable COOrdiationi the response profile does not prOVide a Strong justi-

fication for the Conductor approach either.

The characteristid8 Of the environment which call for a manager-a8-

developer apprbacht however, are clearly the prevailing envitOnmental character-

ittiCS chosen by the managers as shown in Fiqute 7. In each of the five cate-

gories, the 1, 2; or 3 responses greatly outweigh the 0 or does not describe

my organization reSponse. To the degree Bradford and Cohen are -correct in aS-

seSting the characteristics which call for the Developer approach this group

of managers clearly identify the DevelOper aS the best managerial choice as

summarized in Figure 8. Since the managers were asked to guage their responses

to each of the ten énVironmental characteristics, Figure 8 woUld indidate that

the managers see the developmental approach as the one required for their organi-

zation.

DISCUSSION

The goal of thiS Survey was to provide a profile of a cross-section of

13



organizational leaders. Based on the first test of Situational Leadership,

the managers surveyed were likely to adopt a "selling" approach which, accord-

ing to Hershey and Blanchard, was marginally effective based on the twelve

situations. The managers' perceptions of their environment, as reflected in

the second half of the survey, would indicate a need for a manager-as-develuper,

or postheroic, profile. As such, the managers should be predominately in quad-

rant 3 or even 4 of the situational leadership test since the concepta of parti-

cipation and delegation are components of the Developer approach. If Bradford

and Cohen's theory is correct, the managers already see the necessary maturity

based on their responses to the ten environmental characteristics to justify a

shift of their individual management styles to situation 3 or 4 Of the SitUational

Leadership model.

Why, then, have these managers not already chosen to move to a more

effective managerial style? The answer lies in the opening comments regarding

the need to examine management style in light of the changing environment.

the past, the manager received a great deal of personal reinforcement from doing

what had always worked well. But, more and more of the same responses will not

create excellence.

For example, it is almost a truism that employee participation is needed

for excellence. When it is done well, the evidence is overwhelming that parti-

cipation leads 54 outstanding results; But the use of a heroic management style

will inevitably limit the participation since the leader will remain the control-

ling and pivotal factor in the attempt;

Situational Leadership is a concept which seems fit well into the needs

of the modern workplace. Yet, the managers in this survey do not seem to be

likely to adapt their style and, more importantly, do not seem to be aware of

the relationship between their behaviors and impact of the environment.

14
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ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

Since the managers in this survey were the leaders of their res-

pective organizations, it would be useful to also examine the behaviors

of the other managers in each company. It may the selected leaders of

the companies provide an atypical sample although the demographics would

not tend to support that conclusion. Some of the responding managers asked

for copies of the summary information and their organizations would provide

an excellent follow-up study of leadership patterns in a particular organi=

Zation. Such research in presently being conducted.

Second, although the Bradford and Cohen work is of great value in

connecting the various studies of excellence, apparently there is no research

to show the ten categories used in this survey are actually tied specifically

to the three managerial bdhavior'spotential success. A useful analysis woulc,

be to tie the lack of excellence in specific examples with the use of the

Technician or Conductor styles. MUch evidence exists to support the importance

bf the Developer style, but it would be helpful to be able to support the cate-

gories more specifically. Bradford and Cohen probably did not intend for the

ten categories to be accepted as truisms, but based on this survey, the cate-

gories do an excellent job of dividing managerial perceptiont.

CONCLUSION

This prelimiary examination of non-Fortune 500 leaders and how they

manage providesa useful cross-section of style and perception. The managers

favor a style which is high task and high relationship While almost entirely

neglecting the process of delegating as definei by the LEAD test. Based on

the manager's perception of their organization's environment, there should be
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a great deal more participation and delegating since the managers' perception

seem to call for a manager-as-developer style.

This survey providcs useful tupport for the opening observations re-

garding the need for managers to reexamine how they approach their various

activities. If transformational leadership is needed in the effort to increase

productivity and move toward excellence; some examination Of Managerial style

taduld be in or4Pr. Bolman and Deal, in their efforts to explain this pur-

suit of development, categorize the successful manager.

They are leading managers, managerial leaders, something more in

any event than custodians of the status quo. They are able to see

things differently--to have visions of new strategies or patterns

in everyday thought and deed. . . These are the kind of people

that will lead (or manager) the organizations of tomorrow. 17

Thete mahagetial leaders obviously are not the only factors in organizational

success or failure. The willingness of many managers to be willing to alter

behaviors when provided a strong rationale would point to this aspect of organi-

zational life as a very important stepping ttone coward purtuing excellence.

16
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TABLE 1

TYPE OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY_ FORRESPONDIUG_ORGANIZATIONS*

Number Percent of Total

Manufacturing 21 32.3%

Services 19 29.2%

Retail Trade 16 24.6%

Construction 6 9;2%

Agriculture 5 7.7

Banking 5 7.7%

Insurance 5 7;7%

Durables(whoIesale trade) 4 6.2%

Real Estate 3 4.6%

Communications 2 3.1%

Finance 2 3;1%

Fo 2 3;1%

Mining 2 3.1%

Non=dUrable(wholesale
trade) 2 3.1%

Public Utilities

*13 managers indicated several primary business activities.



TABLE 2

TOTALEMPLOYMENT OF ORGANIZATIONS

16

(Individuals employed)
(Average 386.9)

- 1 150

18 180 - 1

19 - 1 225 - 1

26 1 250 - 2

33 275 - 1

35 - 2 310 - 1

40 2 350 - 1

43 - 1 400 2

50 450 - 2

52 1 500 - 1

55 = 1 550 - 1

60 - 1 800 3

90 1 21 00 1

96 - 1 2600 - 1

105 - 1 3000 1



AGE-NUMBER

TABLE 3

PROFILE OF MANAGERS

OF RESPONDENTS YEARS_AS_MANAGER.,NUMBER*

28 1 (Average: 49.8 yrs) (Average: 20.8) 3 - 2

30 - 1 5 - 2

32 - 1 6 - 1

34 1 8 - 1

35 - 1 10 - 5

36 - 1 11 - 1

37 - 4 12 - 2

39 - 1 13 - 1

41 - 2 15 - 4

42 - 3 16 - 1

43 3 18 - 3

44 - 2 20 - 8

45 - 2 21 - 3

46 - 3 23 - 4

47 2 24 - 1

48 - 4 25 - 6

49 - 2 26 - 2

50 1 28 - 1

51 - 1 29 - 2

52 - 2 30 - 5

53 - 2 31 - 1

54 - 1 34 - 2

55 - 3 35 = 1

56 - 2 37 - 1

57 - 3 40 - 2

58 - 1

59 - 2 *3 no responses

60 - 4

61 - 2

62 -

63 - 2

64 - 1
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FIGURE 1

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIDR____APPROPRIATENESS

SITUATION 3

PARTICIPATING

High relationship & low task

MODERATELY HIGH
ON TASK MIOMMITYi
NOT FULLY WILLING
Subordinate needs support,
indications of rewards for
adhievement--no direct
16-ehavior_by_superior, be-
cause_subordinate knows
how to do the job.

SITUATION 4

DELEGATING
Low task & low relationship

HIGH TASK MATURITY
Subordinate needs almost
no direction_and little_
support; Leader uses inter
personal relationship be-
haviors for quality of_
superior-subordinate rela-
tionthip.

SITUATION 2

SELLING

High task & high re1atienthi0

LOW TASK MATURITY
BUT WILLING AND ABLE
TO DO TASK
Leader is both task-directiv
& openly considerate & rela-
tionship oriented. Leader
provides direction & keEps
subOrdinate's willingness
to do new challenge high.

SFIUATION

TILLLING

High taSk & low relationship

LOW TASK MATURITY
Subordinate _needs_ clear_ &
specific instructions_to .

learn to do job. Leader's_
willirgness tc take time &
effort acts as evidence Of
concern7-not impertonal but
task oriented.

LOW HIGH

TASK-ORIENTED BEHAVIOR, DIRECTIVE, INIATING

The Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership Grid
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FIGURE 2

BASIC LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR STYLES

(4) ( 11
Low Relationship High Task and

and LOW Mak Low Relationship
(47) (172)

(3)
High Relationship

and Low Task
(199)

Total Responses 778

23

(2)
High Task and

High Relationship
(360)



FIGURE 3

MANAGEMENT STYLE ADAPTABILITY

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10 +11 +12 +13 +14 +15 +16 +17 +18 +19

(1) (2) (3) (3) (4) (3) (7) (7) (4) (3) (4) (2) (4) (4) (3) (2) (3) (2) (2) (1)
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FIGURE 4

Wider cultureMph,
cool. trkl responble

troes wanted

Heroic management
-styles:

technician;
nd

For Coordination

Subordinates feel Sabordinates feel _ Subottlinatu feelovercontrolled blocked; undsitja committed only to
own adsgoals

Leeds, feels
ove:rivasonable

1
For Answers For Overall Unit Goils

Subordinates WI
lower conimitment and
sense_ of responsibility;

strive drily for
&Imam performance

From: Bradford and Cohen, p. 57.
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0 13061 not daatribe my organization
I a Tres in affected instances
2 * Two in maMrity of instances
3 Repreaenla an accurate description

37

34

FIGURE 5

MANAGERAS,TECHNICIAN

16
4? ijs
a

11
g

_

gi g6 I a o i
0 I a 1 g

A ti
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 _ 3

SUberdinates work Subcatirwtes do
independently simple tasks

34

22

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
ErwirOtionent Subordinates have

is stable low technical
knowkkicie

Compared to boss

26

55

1
0 2 3

_ _Subordinate
commitment not

needed fox success



FIGURE 6

MANAGER-AS-CONDUCTOR

To Does not deserib my organizobon
1 * True in otioctod instancas
2 Inn in motor*, Ot Instances
3 2 RsOnteints an accumbe dmaiption

22

14 14

0 1 2 3

34

0 1 2 3

ss

22

EnvirOnMent Sutiordinetes have Suberdinate Suberdinates do Suberdinates
is stable low technical commitment complex tasks _ _ require_

knowledge not needed considerable
compared to boss for success coordination

III IV VI VII
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0 Does not Cowen my organization
I Troe I, sotected instances
2 Inn In meloaty of instance°
3 a Remnants an accurate thoscription

18

23

12

_ t

24

FIGURE 7

N R

0 1 2 3 2 3

25

18

t 12y

23

13
V

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

47

13

4

I
0 1_ 2 3

SObcirdiriatet do Subordinates revWe Environment Subordinates have Subordinate
complex tasks -c-o-ntidarable is changing high technical commitment

coordination knowledge necessary for
excellence

VI VII VIII IX
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